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Introduction
Ralph (Covkid) began this club80-90 Tech Topic about 2 1/2 years ago and it soon set records for posts and pages, has proved incredibly popular
and is still going strong, 50 pages later! It also spawned an instructional DVD (read on...).
CovKid: Paint your bus/van/camper/syncro for under £50. - Last updated August 11th 2010.
Sound impossible? Well actually its not, you can achieve a finish better than most spray jobs - if you don't mind a little work flatting back with wet
and dry between coats.
This 80-90 topic thread is frequently updated and the additional photos are of other 80-90 members who read this article and gave it a go. Theres
also a couple of videos at the bottom of this WIKI page to inspire you.

Brief Description
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The paint you need is Rust-oleum Combicolor . It's an UV resistent, rust-inhibiting paint that will flex without cracking and you can actually apply
it with a roller to steel and/or glass fibre - no primer needed.
There is now an amusing 45 minute DVD available [from here]http://www.9dartshop.com/shopexd.asp?
id=3604&bc=%20Paint%20Your%20Wagon - (just £8 plus relevant shipping/postage) showing you how to tackle this project from start
to finish. The DVD is in a plain sleeve to keep costs down. It covers the materials needed, preparation, masking, mixing, painting and
finishing. Its very much a practical, hands-on explanation rather than a documented approach as here and includes tips and ideas to
get the best possible result. It takes you right through the entire project in six easy steps as well as showing you how you can
achieve that showroom look at a fraction of the cost of a professional respray. - [sample][1]
More on Rustoleum Combi Color: http://www.rustoleumdirect.co.uk/sheets/rustoleum/7300.pdf
More on the Sick Fly $50 Paint Job DVD [www.sickfly.virtualmidlands.co.uk $50 Paint Job DVD] here
As of 29th March 2010, Rustoleum ( http://www.rustoleum.co.uk )have kindly offered 80/90 a 10% discount on combicolor if members ring their
sales team direct on 0161 763 7007. They are unable to offer the discount via direct orders on their web site so do call them. Some other suppliers
mentioned (see 'Paint & Stockists' further down) also offer discounts as a result of this article.
So Why Combi Color And Why Not Spray It?
If you're able to spray then fine, but spraying puts just as much paint in the air and few have the space or time to spray and commercial spray jobs
are expensive. This project is environmentally friendly (reasonably so), and doesn't require practiced spraying skills and a complete strip down of
your VW or weeks off the road. In particular the whole job can be done on a very tight budget - as little as £50.
The paint itself was made for the job as it doesn't require primer (paint n' go), covers a lot for a small quantity of paint, can be done within the
limitations of your own time/budget, withstands the flex that you get on large van panels, and inhibits rust. Its also cheap - about £50 to do your
whole bus and you can repair scratches easily with a subsequent coat with the roller. You can also achieve a mirror finish if you want to put in the
time.
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For those ONLY interested in spraying Rustoleum Combicolor, try this thread: http://forum.club8090.co.uk/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=66623

Member Gary F's stunning rollered wagon. He used RAL 7035 Light Grey for the body, RAL 9005 Jet Black for roof and bumpers, and
3002 Carmine Red (rattle can) for the wheels.

RAL

What Do I need?
You want 2 x 2.5ltr tins of combicolor ideally although one tin will just do it I found. You use ordinary white spirits to thin - often referred to as
'mineral spirits in the U.S. Many of the materials except the paint can be obtained in pound shops although I recommend B&Q masking tape - its
better quality, and a special gloss roller.
Read this WIKI several times as well as the related threads so you have a good idea of whats involved, additional tips, and in particular, how to
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Read this WIKI several times as well as the related threads so you have a good idea of whats involved, additional tips, and in particular, how to
prep. If you do a bad job of repair work and sanding down, it will look a hundred times worse when you put the paint on, so take your time, absorb
it all and then find a suitable day to start! As with spraying, rollering requires the SAME attention to detail in preparing and smoothing surfaces. If
you simply fill over existing rust it will soon be back so deal with it properly. Likewise, any dents will just look more prominent with a shiny coat.
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My Own (and the first) Rustoleum rollered T25 in RAL 5002
Paint With A roller? - Are You Insane?
OK, I know what you're thinking - Artex. In fact when I first penned this method on 80/90 I was riduculed for even suggesting it, but since then,
many have followed my lead (see photos) and transformed their own vans. Firstly, you don't use 'bath sponge' type rollers - get that one out of your
head. Only use high-density foam rollers designed for gloss paint and this will allow you to paint relatively smoothly. The properties of the paint
allow it to subsequently level out - providing you've thinned it correctly.
There seems to be some difference between brands for gloss rollers and some have informed me that top brands yeild better results, others that
the cheaper brands were perfect. I can't comment beyond that but make the point that some have noticed differences. The B&Q variety is probably
the same as any found in big DIY stores - just ensure you're using the dense gloss rollers - not cheap foam or fluffy rollers!
And yes I know paint can be sprayed and many achieve great results but there are major drawbacks with spraying which I mention later. Many
commercial painters apply preliminary primer coats with a roller, so its tried and tested.
How Is It Done?
The process is, three to four layers paint applied by roller (flatted back between coats) then a final flat and polish or final flat and thin gloss coat.
Note that I said flatting back. If you don't do this, you will NEVER get a smooth and glossy finish so if you have any visions of a quick roller over
and job done, this is not for you - well, unless thats what you're after.
However, if you DO go this route, you'll end up with a tough durable paint finish that is resistant to fading and cracking and does not need primer. It
can also look incredibly good - if you put in the time on all the flatting back with wet and dry and get the mix of paint/thinners right. Theoretically
there is no reason why you couldn't surpass a good spray job - seriously. Many other 80/90 members have followed this WIKI article and totally
transformed their T25s (see the many photos further down this page) - it really does work and you don't need to be an expert. Just read this
thoroughly and have fun! Please add pics of your own paint job to the forum thread based on this WIKI at: [2] - but prepare for a long read as the
thread goes over several pages and includes tips from others. This WIKI is the basic instructions.
I highly recommend you watch this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3UCEbGZmz0 (also at the end of this WIKI) which shows a guy
painting a narrow boat. His technique, although you'll be using a gloss roller rather than simulated mohair, demonstrates perfectly how the paint
should be applied and the finishing touch with a dry brush is an idea you may like to explore. It may well remove or diminish air bubbles. Either
way, it works for him and I think you'll be suitably impressed as everything happens in the last few seconds.
The other video you should watch features myself (on camera and commentary) on a very hot June day when we were able to apply two coats in
one go. The video is only a broad view of the process but does show the importance of working in pairs to spot any flaws and the fun you can
have: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZL-F9Zf02Q

The Paint & Stockists
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Rustoleum Combicolor, the enamel that can be applied with a roller is available from http://www.lawson-his.co.uk
http://www.paintshop.ie

as well as

Rustoleum ( http://www.rustoleum.co.uk )have kindly offered 80/90 a 10% discount on combicolor if members ring their sales team direct on
0161 763 7007. They are unable to offer the discount via direct orders on their web site so do call them.
Kent & Blaxill (well known in East Anglia) also carry combicolor and can order colours in.
Combicolor is available in the full range of RAL, BS4800, & BS381C colours along with many OEM colours.
Please see charts at bottom of page.
This tint range is available as follows:
1 Lt & 2.5Lt tins.
Clearly prices change (hence no accurate quotes here) but they are around the £30 mark for a 2.5ltr tin. You will need to take into account VAT
and postage etc. Please contact stockists above for accurate price and the 80/90 discount. Practically speaking, you only need one 2.5 Lt tin to
do a whole T25 although its best to play safe here and considering the price, I recommend you buy two tins just to make sure and for future
repairs or touching up.
I appreciate a few purists may insist on an exact match. VW don't offer any info at all on RAL equivalents (trust me - don't bother to ask) but any
good spray shop should be able to compare your paint to a paint chart and give you the RAL number. I'm told http://www.avenue-group.co.uk/
will mix any colour although the suppliers mentioned earlier should be able to help. For most though, a fresh new coat of paint and a fresh colour
is often more preferable and can cheer up an otherwise dull colour. Its generally better to paint green over a green or red over a red rather than give
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yourself a nightmare such as white on red which might 'bleed' through. That said, it is dense paint so anything is possible if you're determined I
suppose:)
This paint is seriously good. Basically you mix it down like thin custard/watery - about 15-20% thinners (or 5 parts paint to one part white Spirit as
member Pocolow suggested), roller it on (thin coat) with high density sponge rollers (B&Q sell them cheap) and let dry. I recommend a week - a
baking sun to harden is perfect but don't actually roller in full sun as it needs time to level out and full sun won't give it time. After paint is fully dry,
flat with wet and dry (no rougher than 600 grade). Repeat three times. Advantages are that you don't need primer, it will even go over rust (although
I treated all mine properly - see further down) and its a VERY tough non-fade paint and possibly available in any colour if you ask for it to be mixed
- not sure on that one (see below).
This paint has been formulated to work well via roller since it doesn't dry instantly like most other types of paint. Its this slight 'flow' that allows it to
flatten out to a fairly smooth finish making subsequent flatting down a lot easier. The trick is not to overwork areas with the roller other than to
catch runs and keep each layer thin.
Having worked on V-dubs since the late 70s and painted more bugs than I can remember, the vans tend to take far more abuse and coupled with
the damned size of the things, spraying is a nightmare on a DIY basis. Theres also the issue of cost. Not everyone has a few grand to throw into a
paint job. Besides, it isn't long before some inconsiderate car owner who can't even see over their steering wheel in an Asda car park will run a
nice crease down the side of your once pristine panels. Thats just the way it is. However, with this paint, any slight damage later can be easily
rectified by a quick roll over and flat-out to put right scratches etc. I'm told it doesn't fade. Its great for rust protection, and its a very hard paint
finish once its fully cured.
Other ideas that occur to me are camouflage paint jobs - armed with various greens in the combicolor range I see no reason why you can't use
more than one colour and be fairly creative with it. Stencils should work ok too.

Rust & Body Preparation:
Flatting Down
If you can do this part of the job in under three days, you almost certainly haven't done it properly. The T25 is a big vehicle and although it has
many flat areas, there are also bends and recesses that take time to sand. You will almost certainly have problem areas (minor and possibly
major) to deal with which all takes time. Firstly, start with latex gloves - keeps your hands clean. The mess from rubbing down with wet & dry
paper gets in your skin and under your nails so wear gloves and change them as often as you need. DO wear goggles if you have to use an angle
grinder.
To get your vehicle ready, do all the usual body filling work for dents and creases and sand to provide a key for the paint. Any glossy bits left won't
give the new paint anything to bite on so take your time on this. A new paint job is 99% prep and 1% paint so don't rush this part. Pay the same
attention that you would if you sprayed the vehicle. As with any paint finish, its as good as the prep. I don't own an orbital sander and actually
used a flat rectangular electric sander I bought cheaply in ALDI, both dry and wet and this speeds up the work enormously but do consult the
many videos on You Tube for tips on preparing and sanding bodywork. Do NOT rush this job or you will be wasting your time.
Rust
For rust use 'Vactan'. I've tried other brands (all of them I think over 20 years) but Vactan is the only treatment that seems to stop rust dead (or
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close to). Lots of other 80/90 members will back me on this one.
Click here for more on Vactan from paco-systems
I don't wish it to sound as if I'm promoting a brand as such but I've tested Vactan rigorously and its top notch. I've treated bare rust, left the vehicle
a year and it has kept it at bay - even without painting so that says it all. Vactan can also be found on Ebay from time to time. Many wedge
owners have followed my advice on Vactan and will vouch for its effectiveness. Damn it - the military use it! Its absolutely perfect for seams too as
its watery and will run into difficult areas. You can even use a straw to blow it in!

A bottle of Vactan goes a LONG way but DO wear those gloves as your fingers will go black after a few minutes and it has a consistency like
dried evo-stick once it dries on fingers - takes some shifting. It turns rust black and leaves an acrylic type finish afterwards meaning it will protect
even without paint for well over a year or more so useful stuff to have around if you own a bay, wedge etc. If you miss a bit, then Vactan cannot
work effectively so make sure you get in thoroughly and it will do its job well. A small amount of rust deep within a seam will be enough to see rust
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starting again.
Heres what the makers of Vactan say, all of which (in my experience) appear to be perfectly true:
Vactan is a rust converter that neutralises the corrosion process by converting the rust into a metallo-organic complex which passivates the
surface. It then further protects the surface by forming a film with low permeability to water vapour and oxygen. It is widely used in the following
areas:
Manufacturing, Agriculture, Automotive, Local Authority, Road Haulage, Chemical, Marine, Heavy Engineering, Building and Construction, DIY,
etc.
It can be applied by spray and brush, even on damp surfaces and dries quick ly under suitable temperature and humidity conditions. It is touch
dry in approximately 10 minutes at 20'C. Once dry, it can be coated when cured with any conventional paint using brush, roller or spray. It has
also been tested and certified as fit for use for the use for the carriage of grain and use in potable water systems. It may also be used in
sensitive foodstuff areas. It is non-flammable and can be regarded as essentially non-hazardous under normal use.
As I say, wear gloves as it sticks to fingers when dry but otherwise its fairly harmless stuff and in keeping with the low environmental impact of
rollering with Rustoleum. They go well together.
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A word here about SEAMS. Wedgies suffer badly with rusty seams as we all know. You can buy a spot 'recycling' sand blaster on ebay for around
£20. Well worth doing in my view. A trace of rust left will eventually resurface so if you want to do this job well, get all the rust out of the seams,
treat with vactan or some kind of etch-primer, seal and paint. What you can't do is whack a bit of vactan on the surface of a rusty seam and
assume your troubles are over. In an ideal world you should cut out and replace with new or get down to bare metal but you MUST do BOTH sides
of seams or air will work its magic on the steel and the rust will be back in no time.
You can actually paint over rust with rustoleum, and Vactan stabilises it to some extent but it always pays to deal with rust properly as far as
possible during body prep work. Body filler should be avoided other than to fill minor dents. Very rusty areas are far better off being welded
otherwise it will come back to haunt you after a year or so. As with spraying, if you leave any dents and dings, they will show up twice as bad
when the paint is on, so do the prep fully. Finally key up the body with 800 grade to give the new paint something to bite on to. Aim for a matted
finish all over and pay attention to difficult to reach areas like next to window rubbers for instance. You can use primer to help highlight imperfect
areas if you want to. Rust-oleum will go over any surface so its not affected by other paint types.
Remove Dust
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Make sure there is no sanded dust or bits of hair etc ANYWHERE on your wagon afterwards.

A good wash helps and a run over with a damp, dust free cloth and then allowed to dry fully. You can buy commercial tac-rags which are designed
specifically for the job but I find a slightly damp but clean cloth will reveal anything left behind. If theres still 'muck' on the rag - wash everything
again! I use cheap washing up liquid as the more expensive ones are likely to leave a film that paint doesn't like.
Masking
Remove handles on areas you need to work on - as well as rear vents where applicable. Use masking tape along window rubbers, gutter trims
(unless you intend to fit new) petrol filler, wiper bases, rear lock.
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Paint is easy to remove from glass with a craft knife or stanley blade when its dry but a PIG if it gets on window rubbers or plastic trim. One
member suggested running cable or thick wire under rubbers to lift them away from the body - you might like to give it a try. I won't go into how you
apply masking tape around bends but there are plenty of sites around that will show how to mask. All you're doing is creating a good seal so that
as paint is applied, it runs just up to the rubbers.
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Yes you could remove windows if you're concerned that everywhere is covered but to be honest you could even do this at a later date if you
wanted to as the paint doesn't fade and you can do window openings and flat level to blend in with paint you've already applied.
Problems - old window rubbers
If your window rubbers are well past their sell-by date and are starting to break up (ie leaving black streaks down the vehicle), then DO get them
replaced at the same time. You'll ruin your new paint if you don't. You can stave off the rot by smearing a very thin coat of clear silicon sealant
along the surface of cracking rubbers (keep it well away from paint surfaces) but its temporary at best. This is particularly true if your vehicle is
white. The stains left by decaying window rubbers will NOT come off and you'll be wasting your time repainting.

Materials
Roller. B&Q do the small 4" high-density foam rollers. These are what you need to apply the paint. Do NOT use cheap roller heads or they will not
give a good finish and disintegrate in minutes - all over your beloved bus.
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No this isn't Chrissie Hynde painting her van (Brasso in pock et). Its Woodola treating hers to a generous coat of RAL 2000. Note: White attire
may not be a good idea when you're painting but a patient friend/partner/relative to spot flaws you've missed, is essential.
My local pound shop does a cheap mini-roller and tray (lots of places do) - the rollers on these are no good but you can fit the B&Q high-density
gloss rollers to these cheap roller handles which saves even more. Some say the brand of roller makes a difference but I found the B&Q ones ok.
You can spot the rollers as they're generally white in colour and have rounded ends. The roller heads should be fitted so that the round end is
outermost (see pic below) - this helps reduce lines and gets the roller into awkward niches.

Shop around basically. I bought eight rollers and trays for eight quid and just swapped the roller heads for the B&Q ones! Last thing I want to be
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doing is washing a roller tray afterwards so for the sake of eight or ten quid, just buy enough rollers and trays for the job ok? I found that a roller
should give you 30 mins before it starts to break up. They break up through use and being caught on things so get another one soaking in the
paint after 30 mins - ready to take over.
Foam brushes. Pound shops do these too - by the bag full. Some DIY and decorating shops do too at a higher price. You need these for above
and below gutters, inside doors (if you go that far). Ordinary brushes would do if you can't find foam ones but you're more likely to see brush
marks then. Besides, foam ones are cheaper and more easily disposed of.
Wet and dry abrasive paper can also be bought for - well, a pound from pound shops as can white spirit but I found (from hard experienmce!)
that B&Q masking tape had a much better tack quality - otherwise we are well under a fifty pound budget. Old flattened cardboard boxes are
good to protect driveways from odd drips. Do lay these out BEFORE you start. Rubber sanding blocks can also be found in pound shops, which
make hand-sanding a lot easier and helps keep surfaces flat.
Latex gloves are good too - really saves the hassle of paint-ridden fingernails during painting and/or sanding - again available in pound shops!
Stock (core) Rusto-leum Colours - see further down this page for the complete range (and you can mix as mentioned earlier):
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Heres a general RAL chart purely for reference ONLY. Some of these MAY need to be mixed which can be expensive. This is NOT a Rustoleum
chart but may help provide a guide for near matches etc. PLEASE remember, your monitor and/or printer will not be accurate enough to establish
whether a colour is correct or not and this chart does NOT suggest Rustoleum has it in a tin on the shelf, waiting for you. This chart may help you
find a RAL colour close enough that is already in the range - do your homework on this and don't blame me!
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See the links to the full colour chart under other contributions.
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Combicolor is available from Lawsons
(very helpful company in Ireland).

, Paintshop.ie

and tooled-up. If you PM me, I can give you a password for a discount at Paintshop.ie

Lawsons kindly mailed me with the following info:
Combicolor is available in the full range of RAL, BS4800, & BS381C colours along with many OEM colours.
You can also have it mixed at some places but the price will go through the roof then. One 80/90 member had 5 litres mixed and it cost £103 so
bear that in mind.

Application & Tips:
Firstly lets consider conditions. Realistically, most people will be doing this outside - unless you have a really big heated garage. Thats fine
(honestly) but timing is crucial. During certain times of the year here in the UK, bugs are everywhere but as a rule you'll see few before 10am and
thats possibly the best time to actually lay paint on. Heat is another factor. Dry but overcast is ideal and Spring/Summer is a better bet but some
80/90 members tell me they did theirs in November and the lower temperature helped the finish. I prefer warmer months rather than having to go
togged up in long-johns but apparently you can paint in colder months too. In Spring there are less creepy crawlies and leaves blowing around than
in July or August. Hot sunny days are great for hardening the paint off afterwards but make sure you add enough thinners to start with. A perfect
time would be May-June (May for all the prep, June for the painting) although April too can be a good month if the weather is on your side.

Pic: Three coats of RAL 2000 on Woodola's bus
You need to thin this paint down. The recommended ratio is 20%(ish) but its not an exact measurement and it could be as much as 25%
depending on conditions. Start around 15% (just under 5 paint to 1 part thinners, and gradually add more thinners if needed. Easier to add more
thinners than paint. I actually decant paint into a sealable plastic food box (so it'll keep overnight or more) and mix my thinners into that. Don't
whip it, up use a mixer or stir frantically. Its a slow process, folding it in until its an even consistency. I am frequently asked what the exact mix is
but the right mix is dependent on outside temperature which is why I recommend you experiment on an old panel. It will almost be like
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disappontingly thin custard (someone mentioned cheap evaporated milk as a consistency guide). Hard to describe but you'll know when you've got
it right during painting. If its too thick it'll be far too sticky, won't level and will be an orange peel finish at best. Too thin and it'll run down the van!
When its right it flows nice but still gives that sticky noise on the roller.

Pic: Syncrosimon's Rustoleum painted high-top - RAL 6001

Take time stirring as you do NOT want to introduce air bubbles. It could take an hour (on and off) to fully mix thinners. No whisks, power drills with
attachments PLEASE - use a stick and 'fold' the thinners in. Bubbles should be avoided.
The roller needs to be saturated with paint but VERY gently squeezed out once it is. The idea is to leave few if any air bubbles in the roller so a
few seconds spent doing this to start with will enable you to roller trouble free for about ten minutes. One mini tray full of paint is enough to do a
door and the front so it goes a LONG way. Remember - thin coats. Don't be tempted to pile paint on or you'll have twice as much work
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afterwards getting it smooth again during the flatting.

Heres the fun bit. I STRONGLY recommend you have a mate, son, wife around to point out bits you've missed or to spot any runs in time - it really
helps. Theres a certain knack to the way you lay this paint down and having a 'friend' around really pays. Don't put too much paint on your roller little is best. Work quickly with very light pressure (weight of the roller ONLY is about right) - don't squeeze the paint on, keeping an eye open for
runs which you can catch with the roller but spend no more than a minute working any given area or you'll just be laying on more paint than you
should and give yourself way too much work flatting back.
You may see a whole heap of tiny air bubbles sometimes. Generally you only get this with a newly saturated roller and I can only suggest you
take much longer than you think to load the roller properly in the first place, gently squeezing it to expel any air. Normally though, the weight of the
roller (no pressure) will remove any bubbles from the paint but another technique (depending on mix ratio) is to use a DRY brush immediately after
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rollering. To see this in action, look here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3UCEbGZmz0
You assistant can also be decanting paint into the roller tray for you and after 30 minutes, saturating a new roller before the one you're using gives
up. I found that the foam rollers tend to rip or simply wear out if used for longer than half an hour, so if you've got one ready to take over, it saves
much time. Your assistants role is just as important - give them suitable praise.
Trick is not to spend more time on an area than needed to cover it and work briskly, couple of passes of the roller to cover it (in both directions - ie
side to side and up and down), one or two to even paint out (ie remove lines) and a gentle roll (pressure of roller only) to assist any air bubbles out.
Don't be tempted to go back to areas unless you have to (ie a bad run somewhere) as within about 3 mins its unworkable and you'll end up putting
too much paint on in one go as well as potentially making things look a right mess. After about 8 minutes it'll level out and start to skin over. Every
layer should be THIN. Go PRACTICE on something first - it REALLY helps. A steel panel you have lying about will suffice. Don't try to pile on paint
as you'll give yourself no end of grief doing that. Just keep layers smooth (no hard lines) and then LEAVE IT ALONE to dry and level out.
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Pic: Cruz's rollered camper
One GOOD tip though - when you're holding the tray in one hand and rollering with the other - watch you're not pouring the contents of the tray on
your drive or shoes! Best to put tray down. You can lay corrugated cardboard along the sides of your bus underneath in case you're accident prone
or don't want the odd drip.
For guttering you use a foam brush (see materials). Rollers are only 4" wide and can get in anywhere really, particularly with the curved end (you
can also cut/make a shortened roller), but where they can't reach, use foam bushes and lightly touch with a roller as far as you can afterwards to
help those areas blend in better
No need to do all the masking you need for spraying. Just mask window rubbers, tank filler, that kind of thing.
I cannot recommend enough the word 'practice' BEFORE you touch your beloved T25. Find a steel panel, old washing machine, anything smooth
to practice on. Once you start putting it on, don't panic if you see little air bubbles. Wait a second or two then run your roller over them using just
the weight of the roller, wait a minute or two more and they should all magically vanish. Neat huh?
Now leave paint alone, quick check round for a creeping run but try to avoid going over areas you did four minutes ago or you'll get in a right mess
if you do. Remember, the flatting back sorts most problems. It takes 2 hours before you can drive the van/camper again but keep off any newly
painted areas for at least a day.
You are fairly safe from bugs after 15 miniutes. You can use tweezers for the real dopey bugs but if you do get the odd one, it'll generally vanish
when you flat down.
Some claim they can flat back two days later but I honestly think thats way too soon. Paint 'skins' but it will often be soft underneath so I suggest
a week to really set the paint - longer if you can. In reality it takes weeks, possibly months for paint to really cure but you can flat back fairly
safely after a week if the weather is warm - particularly if its been in the sun.
What I've noticed (and probably why this paint is different to others) is that even watered down with white spirit, its still a very dense paint - it
doesn't go on transparent like other paints would so you get good coverage. A complete colour change is a fifferent matter. White over red could be
hard work!
As indicated earlier, I don't wash anything out - I just dump each roller and tray and start with a fresh roller and tray each time - seems easiest
way to do it and at a pound a go for roller handles and trays - why not.
Ok here goes (in kinda reverse order):
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Typical tatty 22 year old caravelle with dents/rust sorted and body smoothed ready for painting. For reference, the original two-tone blue
Caravelle colours are LA58 and LK5E - Only saying this because someone ask ed!
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One side gets one coat of Rustoleum RAL 5002 - not bad for first coat!
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These two pics give you some idea of the finish without flatting
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One week later
When I did mine I left things a week and fortunately I had at least a day or so of baking sun to really harden the paint up.
First I tackled the front (bonnet if you like) with soapy 600 grade wet and dry. I'd say thats about right for flatting back. You can use finer but you'll
be working hard if you do. I basically flatted it back baby smooth again - few areas where the old paint showed through but thats to be expected besides the follow up coats will sort all that.
Second coat is a lot easier as by now you'll have got the mix right and the technique too. Just keep layers smooth (no hard lines) and again LEAVE IT ALONE to dry.
Don't be concerned if the surface looks slightly orange peely after a coat - this is flatted back to reveal a smooth finish although you'll see when
you get going that even without flatting back, the surface isn't bad at all. You must flat down between coats as this will give you that final smooth
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coat. If you roller layer after without flatting you'll simply amplify the orange peel - it will NOT miraculously turn into a glass finish just by piling
paint on.
Don't paint in blazing sun. It'll dry VERY quickly in the sun but if you have no choice, you must thin the paint even more!
Closeup its as good as many spray jobs but the real finish is in the flatting and the final polish/paint - not the layers - simple as that. If you want a
glass smooth finish, and to be honest thats an even better finish than factory paint job these days, it is very achievable - providing you thin the
paint enough and flat it down.
The biggest plus is not having to mask, no paint smells (well not much), no mess, and being able to drive it 2 hours later.
Paintshop.ie in Ireland or Lawsons in Southampton are the people to get it from.

Three weeks later (and a few more forum answers)
The finish is down to the time you are prepared to put in flatting down and polishing out. On its own it will come out mildly orange peely but as a
few have said, even without flatting back its still very acceptable.
Heres a magnified section of the front closeup (from inches away) flatted back:
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What you're trying to do is lay on enough paint so that when you flat back you're not going straight through to the old paint beneath. I've been able
to flat back to a smooth dead flat finish between coats and clearly if you polish out at that stage you'll match a spray finish. However, even the raw
paint finish on its own makes the paint quite acceptable until its hard enough for you to wet and dry it flat so at least you can drive around in it. For
some, the unflatted finish will be acceptable.
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The finish you see above is four coats of paint followed by flatting back with pound shop 600 grade wet and dry and believe it or not, pound shop
metal cleaner (not much difference between Brasso and T-cut to be honest) then buff to a deep shine with Turtle Wax colour magic. The whole
point of this project was to keep costs down remember. I also got some good results during the cutting stage, using ordinary household 'CIF' as a
kind of course cutting compound but I can't guarantee you won't come across a much courser grain in that stuff but definately worth a try as it
saved me a LOT of time. There are many commercial types available but I found that working through grades from 400 to 800 wet and dry, a go
with the CIF and a finer cutting agent (in my case liquid brasso) and a polish with the Turtle wax, was spot on. Can't vouch for any chemical effects
but it did seem to work!
In fact it was so shiney, you can see me taking the photo clear as day.
Note: 'Cutting' is the process of taking off layers of paint with a fine liquid abrasive. There are many commercial types available but you may like to
try those I've suggested above, particularly if you're on a tight budget. ENSURE you have plenty of paint on before using heavy cutting compounds.
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Chick enk oop standing in front of his and Covk id's rollered campers at the first 'Dads, Lads, and Vans' event - 2009
Arguably you could say "why not spray it?", but theres very little mess this way, it requires little in terms of equipment and you still end up flatting
back however you do it. The idea of this article is to show you how you can repaint very cheaply and get a pretty good finish too.
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Example of Rustoleum applied using RAL 6001 spray cans by syncrosimon. He did say it would be expensive this way though!
A neighbour was out there yesterday watching me rollering and commented that there was virtually no smell with this paint - that for me is a real
plus. You can get out there and 'do a bit' whilst conditions are right and not annoy your neighbours.
Just remember to let the paint really harden up before flatting and ALWAYS flat with plenty of soapy water or you'll burn the paint.

About spraying/painting in general & a few ideas
There are environmental factors as well as practical ones to painting vehicles. We are now faced with (as began to happen in Germany ten years
ago), vehicles dumped on the side of the road because it costs money to scrap a vehicle with removal of brake fluids, oil etc becoming essential in
the process of disposing of vehicles. Trabans in trees - been like that in Germany for a LONG while. I'm saying all this because I was recently
lectured by someone who worked for my local council after I began rubbing some filler down outside my house. I soon ceased doing so although
its arguable what IS or ISN'T repairs.
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Another 80/90 member (guavajelly) gets out the roller - this time in beige!
I have done a great deal of spraying as well as airbrushing in my time but you really MUST have proper breathing equipment if you value your
health (a dust mask is NOT sufficient) and with so much regulation being enforced on us by the EU, you're better off putting your vehicle in a
proper spray shop with a pro or considering other ways to paint your vehicle. I'm trying not to sound negative (we all want to save money) but there
are good reasons why spraying vehicles at home is discouraged. If you read the safety regulations that vehicle finishers have to adhere to, its
staggering just what is required to meet those regulations.
Rustoleum IS available in spray cans (standard colours only) but it would be an expensive route requiring between 15-30 cans on a T25. Some
have suggested rollering first then spray cans to finish, but again its an expensive way to get the paint on. You lose a lot in the air and the £50
budget is gone then.
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Pepperami's two-tone look in Rustoleum
From an environmental point of view, Rustoleum, rollered on, has a neglible effect. The smell is minimal and providing you're not sloppy with your
roller, you shouldn't spill any or bother anyone. Cardboard laid on the ground will minimise light spills and drips. None of my neighbours even
noticed I was repainting my bus which is wholly different from someone who decides to spray their car in their garage. Spraying stinks - the whole
street can smell it. It gets carried down-wind and isn't good for you, your neighbours, small mammals or anything else. You'll also have to mask
EVERYTHING and take off so much stuff including doors.
This paint isn't even as strong as the smell of standard gloss paint.
Other people roller-painting vehicles: T25's are not the only ones being rollered. It has really caught on: Volkszone forum thread
Lawsons, the Southampton supplier of Rust-oleum are very helpful (it's made in Holland by the way). However, the link above shows you many
people doing Beetles, Type 2's etc. I think I'm getting better results than some of those shown actually but again, its all down to the prepping
before and after. This is the finish BEFORE flatting back and polishing and its only ONE coat too in the photo:
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(ChickenKoop rollering his camper. Theres a video of this further down this page)
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(Llamapup's first attempt at rollering. He said it was so easy (he only wanted to touch up some rusty areas) - he decided to go for a colour
change....
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Between stages its slightly orange peely but flats back lovely (also see the dry brush technique in the video section). Don't have the paint too thick
and its OK, even as it is.
As I say, after a couple of hours drying time I can drive away but it won't harden off fully for at least 48 hours. There's a spec sheet on drying/reapplication but so much depends on weather. Ideal day is slightly cloudy and few bugs - mornings are good.
This Wik i should get you started. I do add things to it from time to time, as well as new pics of rollered vans, but keep an eye on the 'Paint Your
Wagon - With A Roller' thread on 80/90 as you will no doubt find additional tips from others that have followed my lead on this Club80-90 forum
thread
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(Glenn77's camper repainted using the roller technique I've described here)
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(Lovely yellow rollered camper belonging to Tuggs!)
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(Alex's (T25Convert) camper)
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(Rainman's rollered Autohomes Kamper)
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(80/90 member 'Onc Onc' chose RAL 1015 to paint lower half)
VIDEO DEMONSTRATIONS
1) I took a short, light-hearted video of ChickenKoop painting his own camper at You Tube - in this instance painted outside. 2) Heres a terrific
technique you might like to try. The dry brush is effective if you work fast but essentially the technique shown here gets rid of any roller marks.
Narrowboat roller painting
It's fun when people say "Respray?" and you say "No - Roller!"
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Good luck!
CovKid
Many thanks to Ralph Morris (CovKid) for writing this up so thoroughly (and oodles of encouragament to give it a go) - Don't forget the
new DVD which covers everything in this article and much more - available from: http://www.9dartshop.com/shopexd.asp?
id=3604&bc=%20Rustoleum%20Paint%20Job%20DVD

Other contributions
west E:
I've ordered my paint from Avenue Group [3] who will do a colour match if you give them the original colour code from VW. Mine was l0h6a. It will
take them a couple of weeks. Got mine delivered the other week and the match is excellent, it cost a fair bit, 5 ltrs £103, but if the finish is as
good as I have seen in the vizi forum I'll be well pleased and its cheaper than 1 respray!
VW Lewis: Full Rustoleum Chart
Below is the full Rustoleum RAL Colour Chart - scanned in by VW Lewis as a guide, but they are ONLY a guide in terms of RAL colours they
stock, and should not be seen as an accurate reference. Bear in mind that photographs and monitor setup can affect how they look greatly. DO
consult a proper RAL chart if you want to be sure or get a close match to what you have. For this reason I've now added some general RAL charts
which MAY be more accurate but may not be in the Rustolem range - get the picture? RAL colours are a standardised form of paint codes and
variants are made by mixing them - if you want exact matches. Personally I was happy with a straight RAL colour from the Rustoleum range but
each to his/her own.
VW Lewis says: "You can get a Rustoleum chart directly by e-mailing sales@combicolor.co.uk - just tell them you are want to re-paint your VW
and give them your mailing address. According to member 'Redstar', it is the gloss square that is the colour for the code, and the one behind it is a
complementary colour. If you go to a good paint dealer they will mix up any colour out of any RAL shades in the range for you, but allow for the
extra cost of mixing. It can be four times as much."
I ordered my paint from Lawsons (Southampton) who were very helpful if you order from them.
Rustoleum charts (scanned):
Rustoleum Chart1

Rustoleum Chart2

Rustoleum Chart3

Rustoleum Chart4

Other charts for reference that may be more accurate:
ALL RAL Colours: [4]

RAL1 (alt): [5]

RAL2 (alt): [6]

Other paint rollering web links
'Rolled On' (US paint rollering forum)
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